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Abstract. The objective of this research is to minimize the electricity consumed by individual web site
using cohesion technique. The underlying principle lies in rearrangement of web-based HTML code in
compliance with W3C and cohesion principles. As such, this research exemplifies good programming
discipline in system design which yields considerable energy saving. The result suggests a simple approach
for energy consumption environmental green computing system that depends on how efficient one manages
the supporting processing environment.
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1. Introduction
The explosion of 18.3 million internet user stimulates enormous traffic which calls for more web site
development and support. As more user accesses mean more computations, the need for higher power
consumption grows. The number of internet access in Thailand alone based on truehit.net is 125 million page
views [4]. Statistics in 2011 from one popular website, sanook.com, average 15 million page views [1] per
day, the period taking 1.817 seconds [2]. Small as the number reveals, the cumulative figure across country
yields an unprecedented cost of electricity consumption that will be portrayed in subsequent sections.
Moreover, 80% of the information broadcasted on the web site is designed based on back-end supporting the
database, where data sources consist of HTML code linking to various artifacts and supplementary pages [8].
Numerous research approaches have been attempted to curtail this energy consumption problem. Some
efforts range from the use of (a) design pattern [12] to improve the quality of the underlying hardware, (b)
network-based model [13] to reduce power consumption of the Internet in broadband enabled countries, (c)
switch protocol to selectively putting interfaces to sleep, thereby saving excessive energy consumption in the
Internet [14], and energy conservation policies for web servers [15].
The objective of this research is to propose an alternate energy conserving HTML page processing by
categorizing commands into sub-module to reorder HTML code structure based on cohesion principles. The
rationale behind such rearrangements is evident from researches on the environment of code processing. The
better code organization in compliance with complier mandate, the more efficient/lower rate of power
consumption to access memory [9].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes fundamentals of cohesion. Section 3
narrates how cohesion is applied to HTML. Section 4 presents research methodology whose results are
summarized in Section 5. The paper concludes with some final thoughts in Section 6.

2. Cohesion
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Bieman and Ott [7] define cohesion as a unit of software or module referring to the relationship of
components inside an enclosing software module. A software module with strong connection is the module
of basic function that cannot be separated. Thus, functional cohesion [3] will be used as the principal design
guidelines.

3. Structure of Cohesive HTML Source
One of the essential mandates to rearrange the HTML source is to adhere to correctly parsed code. Due
to versatility of the language, we resorted to retain all artifacts external or beyond the scope of this work as is,
for example, php blocks, frame construct, etc. In order to preserve the correctness and intention of the
original code, the proposed approach confines its code transformation to the following stipulations:
1. Style and its accompanying properties are converted external stylesheet,
2. All inputs are set up by site administrator,
3. Block and inline elements are separated, and
4. All unsupported features are left unchanged.
The following HTML constructs [6] are procedurally rearranged by design cohesion.

3.1. Block element
Block-level elements [10] consist of many components built for self-identification. If they are found as
ordinary sentences, they will be grouped in paragraph. Text-level elements represent the message inside the
encompassing component of that block. The following three types of block elements are supported Structural
block multi-purpose block and terminal block

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed algorithm

Fig. 2. Procedural analysis of web-based
HTML transformation

3.2. Inline element
Inline elements are processed to identify the meaning and flow of text, and to insert external content into
the document [10]. They possess some specific distinctions from block-level elements [11]:
z

Inline elements generally only contain text, data, or other inline elements.

z

Inline elements do not generally begin new lines of text.

z

Inline-semantic encompassing text intermingled with zero or more of the following elements
Importance

z

Inline-block including replaced elements and form controls replaced and controls

3.3. External Stylesheet
External style sheet is written as an external HTML file in the form of CSS for display processing. The
system will check the opening tag to generate CSS file using the same name as the original HTML file.
Attributes are created by preceding each class name with 'style_' followed by a number, input attributes and
corresponding value pointer to the database.
The above constructs are examined to identify the functionality of each code segment and regroup as an
HTML module in accordance with the cohesion category. The tighter is the cohesive property, the better the
code is organized.

4. Research Methodology
The proposed algorithm converts original HTML code to the designated cohesive code by rearranging
mixed HTML statements into smaller HTML and CSS files. The process is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed algorithms with the emphasis on analysis of cohesion to support the
relationship and independence among modules. Figure 2 elaborates the decomposition when an HTML open
tag is located, the system will store the data and pointer to identify the open tag in the database for
rechecking the condition assigned. Then the system will find inline open tag CSS to generate the
corresponding CSS file under the same name as the HTML file, store the accompanying attributes in this
CSS file, and archive each tag position in the database for subsequent retrieval. This process repeats until the
matching close tags are located. Any unmatched open tags will be marked as no close tag. After checking the
original code, the system will retrieve the following stored data for further processing.
•

HTML tag with no matching close tag

•

HTML tag with inline CSS

•

HTML tag with correct condition

The above data are reassembled into new HTML files having the same name based on predetermined
cohesion stipulation. In so doing, the original files are not affected and can be used for subsequent
correctness verification. The resulting new files may become smaller or larger than the original files,
depending on how the components are processed.
One additional provision for future extension is the use of case HTML based on tight cohesion to support
any features or capabilities needed in post-production and other application software integration. Our tool
furnishes some precautions to prevent security breach by restricting such extension support to be handled by
site administrator.

5. Experimental Results
The fact that HTML code is relatively small compared with conventional programs complicates the test
process somewhat. For every newly web page access, execution takes place at the first invocation only which
consumes little power. Subsequent browsing virtually consumes no power as the content has already resided
in cache. Thus, we had to conduct a sizable number of page views in order to obtain any “measurable”
discrepancies of power consumption. Fortunately, all selected web sites are heavily visited on a daily basis.
On the national scale, the savings of power consumption is highly remarkable. We conducted the experiment
in two different environmental settings, namely, single isolated user and multi-user environments to
demonstrate the disparity of usage. Note that the size of original file and optimized one are 72 KB and 74 KB,
respectively. However, the size increase is offset by the electrical cost decrease.

The experiments were run on Intel(R) Celeron(R) CPU E330@2.5GHz. The sample programs can be
accessed from http://www.wp-greenpage.com. Table 1 show monthly comparative statistics of web
processing under single isolated user environment, respectively.
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The formula to calculate electricity consumption [5] from the processing site are shown below
KW per month = watt * (hour * (page views * 30))/1000
Electricity consumption = KW * Service rates
It is apparent that energy savings are prevalent across the board. Savings of multi-user environment are
higher than the single-isolated user environment counterpart because of contribution from page sharing from
cache, which is shown in Figure 3 and 4, respectively. However, the size of the transformed source may
become larger than the original source as depicted in Figure 5.

Fig. 3. Monthly electricity consumption
from single isolated user environment.

Fig. 4. Monthly electricity consumption
from multi-user environment.

Fig. 5. Size of original and result files.

We conducted a preliminary user’s survey and found 72% would prefer visiting web sites that have an
energy saving indicator, while 56% would like to see electricity usage meter. On the other hand, 56.4% of
web site developers regard web page processing to be the most important factor of energy saving scheme. A
proportional 23.6% consider strict HTML compliance with W3C will help conserve computation power. A
comparative amount of energy consumption by different web application approaches is depicted in Table 2.
Table 2 Energy consumption of different web application approaches

Approach
2Design pattern
3Cohesive html (proposed)
Web server

electricity consumption
0.019224856 mJ
449.63 kW
460 W

electricity consumption
0.019235994 mJ
299.75 kW
55 W

Difference
+ 0.058%
- 33.0%
- 92.0%

6. Conclusion
1. This paper presents a concise and straightforward approach to reduce power consumption required by
web-based HTML processing. The underlying principle is rearrangement of HTML code accord to design
cohesion and language standard. Despite the infinitesimal electricity consumption savings from the
modified/optimized HTML code, the enormity scale of use amplifies such savings to be worthy of
investigation, as evident from our findings. One might contend that the fast pace of technological
advancement will render HTML to be a thing of the past. The research fundamental philosophy still remains
valid—good program design goes a long way. Not only innumerable technical merits can precipitate from
such an effort, but also the ultimate green technology will benefit all mankind and the planet as a whole.
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